Cybersecurity Certification Training

Virtual | Public | On-site

The industry's first and most comprehensive HIPAA training and certification program.

- Analyze the latest updates in HIPAA Privacy, HIPAA Security and HITECH Breach mandates.
- Examine OCR HIPAA settlements to understand the bar for HIPAA compliance.
- Review HIPAA compliance challenges and best practices for covered entities and business associates.

**CSCS**
**CERTIFIED SECURITY COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST**

The Industry’s first program focused on cybersecurity compliance mandates.

- Step through industry standards such as PCI DSS, GDPR, CCPA, ISO 27001, HIPAA and FISMA.
- Evaluate America’s standard for compliance: NIST guidance and special publications.
- Understand U.S. state government information security mandates (e.g. Texas, California, New York and others).
- Explore best practices to build a credible compliance and cybersecurity program.

**CCSA**
**Certified Cyber Security Architect**

An Executive Cybersecurity Program

- Examine how to establish a cybersecurity program based on the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.
- Step through key areas that must be addressed in a credible incident response plan.
- Walk through core components, organization and CMMC Maturity Levels. Examine CMMC domains and CMMC capabilities required for organizations.

**HITRUST® Workshop**

- Examine the fundamentals of the HITRUST CSF.
- Leveraging the HITRUST CSF to implement the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.
- Addressing regulatory mandates such as GDPR, HIPAA, and FISMA.
- Getting organized: From Readiness Assessment, thru Validation to Certification.
- Roadmap to HITRUST and NIST certification.

**Contact the Essentials Team to Get Started!**

Yolandí Myers | Senior Vice President, Business Operations, The Center & CHAMPS
ymyers@chanet.org | +1.216.255.3686

Candice Kortyka | Project Manager, Corporate Development, The Center & CHAMPS
candice.kortyka@chanet.org | +1.216.255.3663